SLAVE PACK INSTRUCTION MANUAL Iss2a

MULTIPAC & SWITCHPAC

MULTIPAC and SWITCHPAC 4X1 & 4X2
Models LC4211, LC4212, LC4311, LC4312.

Operation & Installation Instructions
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SLAVE PACK INSTRUCTION MANUAL Iss2a

MULTIPAC & SWITCHPAC
1. INSTALLATION

Remove the cover and circuit board. Knock out holes in side or rear, as required, to allow entry of the
power cables and low voltage control cable. If the control cable is terminated in a 7 pin DIN plug,
insert the plug through the hole in the side of the case. If required, fit an Earth Connecting Block to the
case using the holes provided in the top right corner.
Screw the case to a vertical surface using 3 holes in the rear, allowing adequate air flow through
ventilation slots at top and bottom. The spacing of the holes has been chosen to allow direct fixing to
trussing systems such as Astralite and Trilite.
Fit circuit board into case, ensuring that the earth lead is re-connected to the tag on the case. Connect
mains and low voltage control cables as required. Slots in the right side of the case allow cables to be
anchored using cable ties. Ensure all wiring complies with local regulations.
Fix cover to unit. On the 4x2kW models there are 4 additional holes that allow the cover to be fixed to
the heatsink. This improves cooling, and may be necessary if the unit is run fully loaded for extended
periods. Pierce the plastic label and fix with 4 off M3 x 8mm screws.
In a multi-zone club installation using a number of Multipacs and Switchpacs controlled by a remotely
situated effects controller and switching panel, the wiring time can be considerably reduced by using the
"CIU442" controller interface unit. This module provides a number of DIN sockets for connecting the
controllers and power supplies and terminal blocks for the low voltage cables.

2. ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
2.1 Supply
a) To control MAINS LOADS, connect the incoming mains supply to the POWER INPUT terminals
L-N-E.
b) To control LOW VOLTAGE LOADS ( i.e. 12V - 48V A.C.), remove the LIVE (Brown) and
NEUTRAL (Blue) links on the PCB to separate the POWER INPUT and AUX MAINS INPUT. Connect
the incoming mains Supply to the AUX MAINS INPUT terminals L-N & E. Connect to the incoming
low voltage supply to the POWER INPUT L & N terminals.

2.2 Output
Connect the 4 channel loads to the OUTPUT terminals L1,N1; L2,N2; L3,N3; L4,N4; & E.

2.3 Control
Connect the low voltage control signals to the 7 pin DIN socket on the PCB or hardwire to the small
terminal block at the left side of the board as follows:
+V
0V
IN - IN4
EN/DIS
FULL ON

- D.C. output (set by LK2)
- Common Input
- Channel Inputs 1-4
- Enable or Disable Input (set by LK1)
- Full on Override Input

*Note: when using the 7 pin DIN socket, set jumper link LK3, on PCB to determine which control signal
is taken from pin 6 of the socket.
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3. CONTROL INPUT SIGNALS
+V:- An external D.C. output to power external control systems or switch panels. The voltage can be
set to 16V unstabilised or 12V stabilised by changing position of Link LK2 on the circuit board.
IN1-4:- Units are factory preset for input control signals of 0-10Vdc.
SWITCHPAC:- 0V = OFF; 10V = FULL ON; Switching point 4V
(adjustable 2-6V using INPUT LEVEL preset).
MULTIPAC:- 0V = OFF; 10V = FULL ON; Linear dimming law (5V = 50%)
(maximum voltage is adjustable 5-12V using MAX LEVEL preset).
EN/DIS:- This input allows the power pack to be switched on and off remotely in one of two ways. Its
function is selected by Link LK1 on the board.
With the Link set to EN (enable), the powerpack is normally ON. The EN/DIS input will be at about
10V and will turn the pack off when connected to 0V (<2V). This is the normal setting.
With the link set to DIS (disable), the powerpack is normally OFF. The EN/DIS input will be at 0V
and will turn the pack on when connected to 10V (>3V). This setting is used if the pack is to be enabled
using a Touch Switch board or similar control.
FULL ON:- This input turns all 4 channels Full On, but is overridden by the EN/DIS input. An input
of 0V gives normal operation but when connected to 10V causes all outputs to be full on. It is used
primarily when two packs are wired for matrix operation, and still allows the EN/DIS input to be used
for zone selection via a touch switchboard.

4. INDUCTIVE LOADS
The Multipac and Switchpac are suitable for use with most inductive loads.
a) Transformer Coupled Low Voltage Lighting
Because of extra losses and the reduced power factor associated with the transformers, the maximum
practical inductive load is normally about 80% of the maximum resistive load (i.e. 800W or 1600W).
If the pack is used with its maximum load, comprising lamps having a long thermal time constant (i.e.
Pin Spots) the current surges when lamps are flashed rapidly may cause premature fuse failure. Under
these circumstances it is permissable to fit fuses with a slightly higher rating of 6.3A [12A]. The
maximum load of 1kV.A. [2kV.A.] per channel must not be exceeded, nor should the fuse rating be
increased further.
b) Neon
Neon lighting can normally be controlled, however the electrical characteristics of the high voltage neon
transformer can cause problems when the lighting is dimmed using the Multipac. A small resistive load
should be wired in parallel with the neon - normally a 15W pigmy bulb is adequate, and the maximum
level reduced.
c) Fluorescent Lighting
Fluorescent and U.V. tube lighting can be controlled, but suitable ballasts must be fitted if dimming is
required using the Multipac.
d) Motors
Motors can be switched using the Switchpac, but the maximum loading should be reduced to allow for
current surges at start-up.
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5. FUSES
Each channel output is protected by a HI-SPEED 20x5mm 5A [10A] ceramic HRC fuse that can be
replaced without the need to remove the cover. For complete protection of the triacs the correct
replacements must be used. The power supply is protected by a 20x5mm 0.5A Glass Fuse.

6. PRESET CONTROLS
SWITCHPAC:- An INPUT LEVEL control allows the unit to be adjusted to suit control
voltages from 5V - 12V.
MULTIPAC:- A MAX LEVEL control to allow the maximum brightness to be reduced,
and to enable the unit to be used with control voltages from 5V - 12V.
A PREHEAT control to set the minimum brightness when the control input is off.

7. MATRIX WIRED LIGHTING
Two Slave packs can be wired as shown below to power a matrix wired lighting display.

A Four Channel Low Voltage Effects Controller with 2 Slave Packs wired to control the Live and Neutral
feeds of a matrix wired display. X/Y/Z Mode switching is achieved using the " Full On" Input on the
packs. The packs can then be enabled from a touch panel using the "En/Dis" Inputs.

8. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Mains Supply:-

210 - 250Vac 50Hz
(105 - 125Vac 60Hz by changing links)
Power Input:24 - 250Vac Single phase
Supply Current:16A Max. [4X2: - 32A]
Maximum Load:5A per channel
[4X2: - 10A]
Control Inputs:10K ohm
External D.C.Output:- SWITCHPAC: 12V @ 50mA or 14-18V @ 75mA
MULTIPAC: 12V @ 50mA or 14-18V @ 150mA
Dimensions:W:230mm H:230mm D:55mm [ 4X2: W:305mm ]
Weight:SWITCHPAC 4X1: 2 Kg. MULTIPAC 4X1: 2.5 Kg.
SWITCHPAC 4X2: 3 Kg. MULTIPAC 4X2: 3.5 Kg.
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